Four Life Science Clients – Four Innovative Solutions – Delivered

- How could a Top 10 Biopharma Company get in control and in compliance without slowing down? A global integrated electronic Laboratory, LIMS – QMS - ELN and LES – DMS …now helps scientists be compliant, launch more products, create more value, pathway to FDA compliance, and impact to revenue.
- A top generic pharma company with global operations needed to harmonize QC systems processes, gained a holistic understanding of numerous QC laboratories, stakeholder interviews, global workshops. They reinvented labs around the world from inconsistent to consolidated, from inefficient to systematic, from unaligned to harmonized.
- A leading microbial genetic analysis company had a vision: A new LMS platform, could-based informatics systems, real-time data. End-to-end LIMS solution delivered results better than imagined – 20x increase in samples per test and analyses per sample, 24-hour or less turnaround time on results delivery.
- How did a top 20 global pharma company establish a pipeline for ongoing innovation? Digital innovation workshops developed proof-of-value projects that impacted operations - connected worker smart glasses transmit live insights increasing annual production by 600,000+ units. The next big idea is on the way – artificial intelligence for document management.
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